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These instructions will guide you in making your own removable magnetic
flyscreen covers, using just rare earth magnets and a few other simple materials!

Measure your window, and cut your flyscreen to size. You will
need to leave an overlapping edge where your magnets are
going to stick to the surrounding metal frame!

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

EASY

Fold your material over and sew the magnets into place. Fold
fabric over across the front side, so the amount of material is
even on both sides. Sew around the magnets by hand or using
a sewing machine, to hem them into place.

Prevent your magnets from slipping or moving around. You
can hold them in place magnetically through the material by
putting a piece of metal on the other side of the fabric (such
as a bolt or metal washer)!

Cut fabric stripping to run the length of the flyscreen edge. You
will be folding the fabric over to hem the magnets in, so ensure
your fabric is at least double and a half or triple the width of the
magnet. This will ensure you have enough space to sew!
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2 Space your magnets along the flyscreen edges. Your magnets
need to be far enough apart that they won’t pull towards
eachother... but close enough that you don’t leave gaps for
insects to enter!

Repeat around all edges, hemming magnets in fabric. When
completed, perform a tidy-up of loose threads and edges.
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Give your magnetic flyscreen the ordinary care you would afford
other outdoor fabric items.

Care & Handling

Instructions

Magnetic flyscreen can be gently hand washed & hung out to air.

Store in a cool, dry environment when not in use.

Handle gently to ensure internal magnets are not damaged.

Magnets may attract to eachother; take care that you do not pinch
or trap your fingers.

What You Will Need:

Flyscreen material.
Durable, weather-resistant fabric.
A selection of Rare Earth magnets (disc or block shape).


